Abstract-Virtualization technologies are ubiquitous in data centers around the world where providers consider operational costs and fast delivery guarantees for a variety of profitable services. Providers should consistently invoke measures for increasing the efficiency of their virtualized services in a competitive environment where fast entry to market, technology advancement, and service price differentials separate sustaining providers from antiquated ones. Therefore, providers seeking further efficiencies and profit opportunties should consider how their resources are managed in virtual computing environments which leverage memory reclamation techniques, specifically pagesharing; motivating the design of new sharing-aware resource management algorithms. In this Ph.D. dissertation, we design families of offline and online sharing-aware algorithms for resource management in virtual computing environments, and investigate their properties and their relationships to various sharing models. Our contribution innovates the design of new approximation algorithms offering relevant performance guarantees.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization has evolved significantly from its inception in the 1960s, which enabled the execution of multiple privileged nuclei on a bare metal machine, to supporting the execution of billions of microservices through modern computing's container technology. Proprietary hypervisors supporting virtualization, such as VMWare's ESX Suite, Microsoft's Hyper-V, and IBM's PowerVM, differ in their methods of operations (e.g., full-, para-and hardware assisted-virtualization), overhead, and available number of guest OS hosting capacities, among other features. Open source alternatives, such as Xen, KVM, and Linux-VServer, offer comparable features and operations while being well documented and supported by a large online community.
Virtual technologies in the form of containers, i.e., operating-system level virtualization, are changing the world of cloud computing by offering isolated, light-weight services through sharing resources with the underlying kernel; thereby relieving the need to fully emulate a bare metal machine when providing a specific service. Software entities are augmenting their infrastructure to deliver container technologies, e.g., Window's Server Container, Google Container Engine and Amazon EC2 Container Service. Containers are resurfacing due to microservices, i.e., a collection of software components where each component can be managed independently; yet in aggregate abstracts a single architecture, platform or application.
In this paper, we focus on minimizing resource consumption in the context of virtual machines (VMs). Minimizing memory resource consumption has been a key driver in the advancement of virtualization. Memory reclamation techniques such as ballooning, hypervisor swapping, memory compression, and page sharing all attempt to efficiently utilize virtual machine memory. We focus on page sharing which creates new challenges in the design of VM resource management algorithms.
The problem of allocating VMs onto a single server to maximize the profit, where the profit is the sum of the profits derived from hosting each individual VM, is equivalent to the knapsack problem, considering only a single memory resource, in which each VM is an object and the number of memory pages required to host each VM is the object's weight. As a result of this equivalence, knapsack heuristic algorithms can be applied to solve a VM allocation problem when page sharing is not considered.
When page sharing among the VMs is considered, the problem of minimizing the server memory resource utilization while maximizing the profit per hosting VMs, referred to as VM Maximization, is no longer equivalent to the knapsack problem. Existing knapsack algorithms will produce less than the maximum profit due to potentially not allocating additional VMs on extraneous server resources which become available when VM pages are shared; resulting in profit loss. Therefore, new algorithms for VM Maximization that take into account the sharing of memory among VMs must be developed. The VM Maximization problem can then be extended to include multiple resources, e.g., vCPUs, memory and storage, requested by the VMs. This extension considers the allocation of resources for various VM types offered by cloud providers such as Amazon EC2, Rackspace, Microsoft Azure, etc. The challenge therein lies in how to determine the allocation sequence for a set of VMs on a server's resources when there are multiple resources to consider. Research which proposes solutions to similar problems correspond to determining which resource is characterized as the dominant (prioritized) resource and designing utility functions which, when computed, reflects an ordering among the VMs dependent on a number of specific resources. To the best of our knowledge the development of resource management algorithms that take into account the sharing of resources is very limited, practically limited to one theoretical study which investigated algorithms for restricted models of sharing (hierarchical tree-based models) [1] .
The objective of this Ph.D. dissertation is to design, analyze and implement efficient sharing-aware resource management algorithms for virtual computing environments. Specifically, our goal is to develop approximation and online sharingaware algorithms for virtual computing environments for any VM type instantiation requests under general sharing models. Moreover, we intend on studying the relations between various sharing models and the ability to translate them to the underlying virtual execution environment. We will also: (i) study the efficiencies gained by providers utilizing sharing-aware resource management algorithms; (ii) analyze the properties of various sharing models that can be translated to the virtual computing environment; and (iii) leverage existing work and develop new sharing-aware algorithms for dynamic container cluster management.
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF OUR RESEARCH
To the best of our knowledge there is only one paper by Sindelar et al. [1] that investigated the design of sharingaware algorithms for resource allocation. The research therein proposed sharing-aware algorithms for a restricted sharing model, the hierarchical tree-based model. The drawback of using a restricted sharing model is that the sharing potential is not fully exploited when improving the efficiency of the allocation. Several sharing-aware systems [2] [3] [4] have been proposed in the research literature but none of them considered the development of approximation and online algorithms for resource management.
In a general sharing model, we can still develop fairly good approximation algorithms resulting in future profit and further efficiencies being passed onto service providers. Moreover, designing online solutions for sharing-aware VM resource management has not been investigated in the literature.
Since profit maximization through sharing-aware VM resource management algorithms can be expressed as a specific optimization problem, our goal is to analyze the relations between hypergraphs and the multilinear optimization domain, then develop new heuristics for solving this problem. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been attempted in the literature. We believe that our sharing-aware resource management algorithms have a great potential to be implemented in current and future cloud computing systems. The proposed algorithms will facilitate effective resource management and reduce the waste of energy and computational resources in these systems.
III. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In this extended abstract, we focus on two of our recent studies concerning the design of sharing-aware algorithms for virtual computing environments presented at IEEE NCA 2014 [5] and at IEEE IC2E 2015 [6] .
In our paper presented at IEEE NCA 2014 [5] , we fomulated the problem of sharing-aware VM Maximization, SAVMM (Sharing-Aware Virtual Machine Maximization), in the general sharing model having as objective finding a subset of VMs that can be hosted by a server such that the total profit derived from hosting the subset of VMs is maximized. Given the NP-hard nature of the problem, we designed a greedy approximation algorithm based on our proposed efficiency metric which considers both profit-seeking and page sharing opportunities in the VM allocation process. At every iteration k of the allocation process, we order the candidate VMs, V j , from a set of VMs, V, according to an efficiency metric, E k j , defined as follows:
where j is the index corresponding to VM V j , K j is the number of pages required by VM V j to be instantiated and S k j is the number of shared pages between VM V j and the VMs that are already allocated to the server at iteration k.
The efficiency metric E k j represents the relative value of allocating VM V j onto a single server by considering the profit p j and the potential for sharing pages characterized by S We designed a greedy approximation algorithm, G-SAVMM, which solves the sharing-aware VM maximization problem in the general sharing model taking into consideration only one resource type, the memory. Moreover, we showed that the approximation ratio of our proposed algorithm is M , where M is the number of VMs requesting instantiation.
In our second paper, to be presented at IEEE IC2E 2015 [6] , we designed and investigated a sharing-aware algorithm for the multi-resource VM Maximization problem, MSAVMM (Multi-resource Sharing-Aware Virtual Machine Maximization), which has the same objective as the SAVMM problem. Motivated by SAVMM, we extended the problem to consider multiple VM resource types.
The provider allocates and instantiates a subset of VMs, denoted by V H , onto a physical machine (PM). The allocation should be determined based on how profitable is to allocate a VM relative to the availability of PM resources. We now introduce the MSAVMM problem as follows:
Given a set of M offline VMs V, with each VM V j yielding a profit p j upon allocation of the required amount of memory, q m j , number of vCPUs, q u j , and amount of storage, q s j , determine a subset V H ⊂ V of VMs that can be allocated onto the PM server, considering the PM memory capacity C m , the available number of vCPU, C u , the PM storage capacity, C s , and the sharing of memory pages, such that the total profit, P = j:Vj ∈V H p j , obtained by the provider is maximized. The design of our greedy algorithm for solving the MSAVMM problem orders the candidate VMs according to an efficiency metric, E k j , which considers the profit of allocating the VMs, the capacity of the multiple resource types, and page sharing potential at iteration k in terms of unit price per normalized resource as follows:
We determined the approximation ratio for G-MSAVMM, which solves the multi-resource sharing-aware VM maximization problem in the general sharing model. Formally, the approximation ratio of G-MSAVMM is M (|R| + 1)C max , where C max = max{C m , C u , C s }. Then, we investigated the performance of G-MSAVMM, by executing it against eight other VM allocation algorithms by considering the profit and the utilization of server's resources while leveraging page sharing. Details of these algorithms are provided in Table I .
In Figure 1 , we show the total aggregated profit generated by the algorithms on a set of VM instances. In our experiments, G-MSAVMM outperforms all other greedy algorithms. G-MSAVMM obtains the highest profit, $30,738.52, where the profits obtained in 5,825 out of 10,000 simulations are equal to or greater than the profit obtained by the other greedy algorithms. For comparison, the next highest profit generating algorithm is P-DO with $26,820.83, and the profits obtained in 1,106 out of 10,000 simulations are equal to or greater than the profits from the other greedy algorithms.
IV. FUTURE WORK
We will finalize our on going research in designing sharingaware allocation strategies for virtual computing environments by designing and analyzing both online and offline approximation algorithms for the VM Packing problem [1] in the general sharing model with multiple servers and multiple types of resources. Similar to the VM Maximization problem, the VM Packing problem can be solved using bin-packing heuristics if page sharing is not considered. When pagesharing is considered, current solutions may over-utilize the number of active servers and their resources. In order to design new sharing-aware algorithms, we will formulate the offline multi-capacity VM Packing problem as a multilinear 0-1 programming problem which may require new lineratization [7] . Online multi-capacity VM Packing problems have also yet to be investigated and analyzed; although non sharing-aware variants have been studied [8] . We will compare their performance using the relative worst order ratios. Currently, we are focusing on designing a sharing-aware variant of the harmonic algorithm [9] for solving the online multicapacity VM Packing problem. Very recently, Google's Kubernetes engineering team has completed the development of pod [10] ; a dynamic container placement procedure within a cluster inspired by knapsack heuristics. Motivated by this, we also plan to design new sharing-aware algorithms for container management which will contribute to the development of systems for dynamic cluster management.
